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in the course of course of investigation, as a part of his duty, the investigating officer had questioned the accused. he had found that accused was a young man who was a muslim. he was
not averse to getting married. he had no clear idea of the duties of a wife. he did not have any skills for earning a livelihood. he was not a good student. he did not work. he was born and
brought up in a family of small landowner. he did not have any relatives in his native place. his father was a strong believer in the religion of islam. his family did not hold any job. he had no
knowledge of any law. he had no criminal record of any sort. he was not in touch with any persons belonging to other community. he had no knowledge of any social service. he was not in
touch with any person belonging to other community. he did not belong to any organization. he never had any confabulations about any article published in newspapers or news on
television. he had no political background. the assault of the complainant by the defendant followed the sexual intercourse. the defendant put his hand over the mouth of the complainant.
the complainant was not in a position to shout, and hence, she did not shout for help. she was then frightened and she got into the neighbouring house. the distance from the place of the
sexual intercourse to the house is about 50 meters. the evidence on behalf of the accused shows that no house was available in this area on that day. the prosecution has failed to prove
that the complainant was in a position to shout for help. it was for the jury to consider that whether she was in that position, or not. in the absence of such evidence, the plea of provocation
cannot be accepted. the prosecution has failed to prove that it was the act of the defendant which provoked the assault. hence, the offence of assault cannot be held to have been
committed by the defendant.
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it is to be remembered that in these circumstances no professional person has been called for investigation and in fact the prosecution has not even alleged that the offence has been
committed by any person. the question to be answered is, what shall be the course of action for the protection of the reputation and reputation of the complainant.7 for example, d.c. code,
section 703.041: a person commits the crime of burglary if, with intent to commit a crime against a person or property therein, he or she enters or remains unlawfully in a dwelling. section
712.01: a person commits the crime of rape in the first degree if he or she has sexual intercourse with a person who is not the spouse of the actor, without the consent of the other person,

and against the other person s will. appreciation of evidence. both eye-witnesses had corroborated prosecution version in all respects. prosecution witnesses were cross-examined at length,
but no material contradictions had been brought on record by accused. doctor, who conducted post-mortem examination of deceased found ten injuries by fire-arm on his person. collective

effect of said injuries was sufficient to cause death of deceased in ordinary course of nature. report of forensic science laboratory had clearly shown that empty recovered from place of
occurrence had been fired from gun which was recovered at the instance of accused and was taken into possession by police. occurrence having taken place in broad daylight, there was no

question of false implication as well as of substitution. fact, that accused was responsible for causing intentional murder of deceased, had fully been proved beyond any shadow of doubt.
accused, in circumstances, had rightly been convicted and sentenced in accordance with law.9 5ec8ef588b
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